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Cross-modal transfer occurs when learning established with a stimulus from one sensory modality facilitates subsequent learning with a
new stimulus from a different sensory modality. The current study examined neuronal correlates of cross-modal transfer of pavlovian
eyeblink conditioning in rats. Neuronal activity was recorded from tetrodes within the anterior interpositus nucleus (IPN) of the cere-
bellum and basilar pontine nucleus (PN) during different phases of training. After stimulus preexposure and unpaired training sessions
with a tone conditioned stimulus (CS), light CS, and periorbital stimulation unconditioned stimulus (US), rats received associative
training with one of the CSs and the US (CS1–US). Training then continued on the same day with the other CS to assess cross-modal
transfer (CS2–US). The final training session included associative training with both CSs on separate trials to establish stronger cross-
modal transfer (CS1/CS2). Neurons in the IPN and PN showed primarily unimodal responses during pretraining sessions. Learning-
related facilitation of activity correlated with the conditioned response (CR) developed in the IPN and PN during CS1–US training.
Subsequent CS2–US training resulted in acquisition of CRs and learning-related neuronal activity in the IPN but substantially less little
learning-related activity in the PN. Additional CS1/CS2 training increased CRs and learning-related activity in the IPN and PN during
CS2–US trials. The findings suggest that cross-modal neuronal plasticity in the PN is driven by excitatory feedback from the IPN to the PN.
Interacting plasticity mechanisms in the IPN and PN may underlie behavioral cross-modal transfer in eyeblink conditioning.

Introduction
The cerebellum and basilar pontine nuclei (PN) are necessary for
acquisition and retention of eyeblink conditioning (Thompson
and Steinmetz, 2009). The PN relay conditioned stimulus (CS)
information to the cerebellum, which converges with uncondi-
tioned stimulus (US) input to form and store the memory under-
lying the eyeblink conditioned response (CR) (Steinmetz et al.,
1989; Mauk and Donegan, 1997; Thompson and Steinmetz,
2009).

Neurons in the PN provide the necessary CS input to the
cerebellum for eyeblink conditioning (Steinmetz et al., 1986,
1987, 1989; Mauk and Donegan, 1997; Hesslow et al., 1999;
Thompson and Steinmetz, 2009; Halverson and Freeman,
2010a,b). Lesions of the PN or their axons in the middle cerebel-
lar peduncle prevent CS information from reaching the cerebel-
lum, which severely impairs eyeblink conditioning (Lewis et al.,
1987; Steinmetz et al., 1987; Halverson and Freeman, 2010a,b).
During conditioning neurons within the interpositus nucleus
(IPN), and also the red nucleus, send feedback to the PN (Mc-
Cormick et al., 1983; Cartford et al., 1997; Clark et al., 1997; Bao
et al., 2000). This feedback may provide input that is necessary to
induce learning-related changes in activity within the PN.

Cross-modal learning is established by initially training with a
CS of a particular sensory modality (e.g., auditory or visual, CS1)
and subsequently switching the CS to a different sensory modal-
ity (CS2). Cross-modal transfer occurs when learning with CS2
develops at an accelerated rate relative to initial training with CS1
(Kehoe et al., 1984; Holt and Kehoe, 1985; Nahinsky et al., 2004;
Campolattaro and Freeman, 2009). This type of learning results
from the general transfer of the CS–US association, not primary
stimulus generalization. General transfer occurs when respond-
ing is not immediately elicited by presentations of CS2, but ac-
quisition is enhanced with additional training. Primary stimulus
generalization occurs when responding to presentations of CS2 is
immediate. Because plasticity in the cerebellum is necessary to
establish and maintain the eyeblink CR memory, it was hypoth-
esized that cerebellar plasticity is also important for establishing
cross-modal transfer. Support for this hypothesis was found in a
recent experiment that showed that unilateral inactivation of the
cerebellum during training with either CS1 or CS2 completely
blocked cross-modal transfer of eyeblink conditioning (Campo-
lattaro and Freeman, 2009).

The present experiment was designed to examine neuronal
activity in the IPN and PN during cross-modal transfer. The pri-
mary goal of this experiment was to examine multimodal (audi-
tory and visual) neuronal activity in the IPN and PN before,
during, and after cross-modal training. Multimodal neuronal re-
sponses that emerge during cross-modal training could play a
causal role in behavioral cross-modal transfer. This experiment
was also designed to determine whether neuronal cross-modal
transfer in the IPN precedes cross-modal transfer in the PN,
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which would suggest that feedback from
the IPN is responsible for driving neuro-
nal activity changes in the PN during
cross-modal training, as demonstrated
previously for learning with a single CS
(Clark et al., 1997).

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Subjects were 18 male Long–Evans
rats (200 –250 g), �150 d old at the beginning
of the experiment. The rats were housed in
Spence Laboratories of Psychology at the Uni-
versity of Iowa with a 12 h light/dark cycle, with
light onset at 7:00 A.M. The procedures were
approved by the University of Iowa Institu-
tional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Surgery. Approximately 1 week before train-
ing, rats were removed from their home cage
and anesthetized with isoflurane. After the on-
set of anesthesia, a craniotomy was performed
above the left IPN [anterior–posterior (AP),
�11.5 mm; media–lateral (ML), �2.6 mm],
the right lateral PN (AP, �7.3 mm; ML, �1.5
mm), or right medial PN (AP, �7.4 mm; ML,
�0.6 mm) using a small trephine drill bit, and
then the dura matter was carefully removed.
The neural connectivity that corresponds to
the conditioned eye is primarily the ipsilateral
IPN and contralateral PN. A multielectrode re-
cording device (i.e., hyperdrive) was then posi-
tioned to align the tetrode bundles with the
openings in the skull. In some of the rats (n �
12), two bundles of four tetrodes (three recording/one reference) were
positioned above the IPN and PN [dorsal–ventral (DV), �10.0 mm]. In
other rats, a bundle of seven tetrodes (six recording/one reference) was
positioned above the IPN (n � 3). Low viscosity silicon (Kwik-Sil; World
Precision Instruments) was used to seal the gap between the skull open-
ing and the tetrode bundles. The hyperdrive assembly was then fixed to
the skull with bone cement (Zimmer) and was grounded to a silver wire
that was attached to a stainless steel screw fixed to the right frontal bone
of the skull. Recording tetrodes were then lowered to 0.5 mm above their
target (IPN DV, 5.0 mm; PN DV, 9.5 mm). Reference tetrodes were also
lowered above each target (IPN DV, 2.0 mm; PN DV, 5.0 mm). The rats
were then fitted with differential electromyograph (EMG) electrodes that
were placed in the left upper eyelid muscle (orbicularis oculi). The EMG
ground electrode was attached to a stainless steel skull screw. The EMG
leads terminated in gold pins held in a plastic connector, which was
secured to the skull with bone cement. A bipolar stimulating electrode
(for delivering the US) was implanted subdermally, immediately caudal
to the left eye that was secured to the skull with bone cement.

Tetrode drives. A custom-manufactured tetrode drive assembly with a
27-channel electronic interface board (EIB-27; Neuralynx) was used in
this experiment (Fig. 1 A). Tetrodes were loaded into moveable micro-
drives that were connected to the drive assembly. Each tetrode consisted
of four insulated nichrome microwires (12 �m diameter; Kanthal) that
were twisted and partially fused together by melting the insulation with
heat. Each microwire in a tetrode was secured to an individual channel in
the EIB with a small gold pin, except for tetrodes designated as reference
electrodes that had all four microwires secured into a single channel.
After a tetrode was loaded into a microdrive, the tip was lowered into a
gold solution (Sifco Process) in which a small amount of current (�0.1
�A) was passed through it to adjust impedance to 350 –1000 k� (Imped-
ance Tester IMP-1; Bak Electronics).

Conditioning apparatus. The conditioning apparatus consisted of a small-
animal sound attenuation chamber (BRS/LVE). Within the sound attenua-
tion chamber was a small-animal operant chamber (BRS/LVE) in which a rat
was kept during conditioning. One wall of the operant chamber was fitted
with two speakers. The back wall of the sound attenuation chamber was

equipped with a small house light and an exhaust fan. A light bulb (for
delivering the light CS) was located on the back wall of the sound attenuation
chamber, positioned directly behind the operant chamber. The electrode
leads from the rat’s head stage were fed through a motorized commutator
that connected to peripheral equipment and a desktop computer. Computer
software controlled the delivery of stimuli and the recording of eyelid EMG
activity (JSA Designs). The US (1–2 mA, direct constant current) was deliv-
ered through a stimulus isolator (model number 365A; World Precision
Instruments). EMG activity was recorded differentially, filtered (500–5000
Hz), and integrated (JSA Designs and Neuralynx).

Behavioral training procedures. The experimental design is shown in
Table 1. All rats recovered from surgery for 1 week before beginning
training. The CSs were a 2 kHz tone and a 1.65 W light (order counter-
balanced), and the US was a 1–2.0 mA periorbital shock. The duration of
each CS was 500 ms, in which the offset of the 25 ms US coincided with
the offset of the CS. In phase 1 (preexposure training), each rat received
one session of 50 tone-alone trials (500 ms) and 50 light-alone trials (500
ms) with an intertrial interval (ITI) that averaged 30 s (range, 15– 45 s).
The preexposure phase was used to assess sensory-related responses in
the IPN and PN. In phase 2 (unpaired training), each rat received 50
unpaired presentations each of the tone, light, and shock unconditioned
stimulus (25 ms) with an ITI that averaged 15 s (range, 5–25 s). The
unpaired phase was used to assess sensory-related responses in the presence
of the shock stimulus. In phase 3 (CS1–US acquisition), rats were given
100-trial sessions of paired training with the first CS (CS1, either the tone or
light) and the US with an average ITI of 30 s (range, 15–45 s). Every 10th trial
of paired training was a CS-alone probe trial (10 probe trials per 100-trial
session). Up to three additional training sessions were necessary for some
rats (n � 6) that did not obtain a CR response rate of 60% by session 5. Four
rats reached this criterion on session 6 and two on session 8. Phase 4 (cross-
modal transfer) occurred on the same day as the last session of CS1 acquisi-
tion. In this phase, all rats received a 100-trial session of paired training with
the second CS (CS2), which differed from CS1 in sensory modality, and the
US (CS2–US). It was necessary that the last session of acquisition to CS1 and
conditioning with CS2 occurred on the same day to record from the same
neurons during cross-modal transfer. In phase 5 (CS1/CS2 training), all rats
received a 100-trial session of intermixed trials with 50 paired presentations

Figure 1. A, Image of a rat that depicts the eyeblink and neuronal recording equipment. Orbicularis oculi activity was recorded
with EMG electrodes. The bipolar stimulus cable was used to deliver the periorbital stimulation unconditioned stimulus. Tetrodes
were secured to the EIB and individually housed within microdrives. The recording head stage relayed unit activity from the EIB to
the recording software. B, Image showing locations of tetrode tips in the cerebellar anterior interpositus nucleus (top), lateral
pontine nucleus (middle), and medial pontine nucleus (bottom).
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of the tone and light CSs and the US. The purpose of this session was to
evaluate behavioral and neuronal responses to both CS modalities after
cross-modal transfer was well established.

Neuronal recording apparatus and unit sorting procedures. The activity
of each channel was passed through a head-stage unity gain preamplifier
(Fig. 1 A) (Neuralynx). The output from the preamplifier was passed
through a motorized commutator, fed into eight-channel programmable
amplifiers (Neuralynx), filtered between 600 and 6000 Hz, and amplified
at a gain of 10,000 –20,000. The outputs of the amplifiers were digitized

and stored at 32 kHz per channel in a computer-controlled acquisition
system (Neuralynx). An automatic cluster cutting program (KlustaKwik;
K. Harris, Rutgers University, Newark, NJ) was used to first identify and
then merge clusters with similar waveform properties using parameters
such as peak, valley, and energy. These steps were used to isolate single
units from multiunit recordings. Clusters were then exported to an in-
teractive software program (MClust-3.5; A. D. Redish, University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN) to manually inspect and further refine
clusters to ensure that they contained the spikes of only a single neuron.

Neuronal recording analyses. Peristimulus
time histograms of unit activity in the IPN and
PN were generated for the tone CS, light CS,
and shock US that were used during phases 1
and 2. The duration of the CSs was divided into
four time periods (125 ms) that each contained
10 12.5-ms bins. The duration of the US was
divided into two equal time periods (each 125
ms starting after US onset) that each contained
10 12.5-ms bins. Wilcoxon’s signed rank tests
were used to statistically compare the firing
rates to the different stimuli relative to the
pre-CS baseline. The Wilcoxon’s signed rank
test detects significant differences at approxi-
mately the same levels as z-score analysis with-
out assumptions about the normality of the
distribution of sample data (Freeman and
Nicholson, 2000; Nicholson and Freeman,
2000, 2002, 2003; Freeman and Muckler, 2003;
Halverson et al., 2010). Significant differences
were determined at the p � 0.05 value. This test
compared each time period of the stimulus to
an equal baseline period (125 ms) that imme-
diately preceded the onset of the stimulus. The
same tests were used to detect changes in firing
rate to the CSs during paired training in the
subsequent training phases, except that the CSs
were divided into four 112.5 ms blocks that
each contained 10 11.25-ms bins. CS durations
for paired training trials were adjusted to re-
flect the interstimulus interval between the CS
and US. Separate Wilcoxon’s signed rank tests
were performed for trials when a CR was pro-
duced and when a CR was not produced to
assess the development of learning-related ac-
tivity. � 2 tests were used to make statistical
comparisons between the percentages of units
responding in different ways during paired and
unpaired training.

Tetrode placement and histology. After com-
pletion of the experiment, small marking le-
sions were made by passing 10 �A of direct
current for 10 s through one channel of each
tetrode. Twenty-four hours later, the rat was
deeply anesthetized with an overdose of so-
dium pentobarbital (90 mg/kg) and transcar-
dially perfused with 0.9% PBS, followed by 3%
buffered formalin. The brains were removed
from the skull, postfixed in 30% sucrose–for-
malin, and subsequently sectioned at 50 �m on
a sliding microtome (American Optical). All
sections were mounted on slides, stained with

thionin, and examined for tetrode placement.

Results
Tetrode placement
A total of 558 unit recordings were obtained from tetrodes that
were located within the IPN (249) and PN (309). Within the PN,
201 units were located in the lateral region and 108 units were

Figure 2. Mean � SEM eyeblink response percentage during preexposure (A) and unpaired training (B) to the tone CS (gray
bar), light CS (white bar), and shock US (black bar). C, Mean � SEM percentage of CRs during paired training with CS1 (black circles,
sessions 1–5) and cross-modal transfer with CS2 (white circle, session 6). D, Mean � SEM percentage of CRs in 10-trial blocks for
CS2 (white circles) during the transfer session and for CS1 (black circles) during the first paired session. E, Mean � SEM percentage
CRs in 10-trial blocks of within-subject differences between CS2 during the transfer session and CS1 during the first paired session.
F, Mean (� SEM) percentage of CRs to CS1 (gray bar) and CS2 (white bar) during CS1/CS2 paired training.

Table 1. Experimental design

Phase 1:
preexposure

Phase 2:
unpaired

Phase 3:
CS1 paired

Phase 4:
cross-modal

Phase 5:
CS1/CS2 paired

Tone Tone� CS1� CS2� CS1�
Light Light� CS2�

�

Design summary: Tone, 500 ms, 2 kHz CS; Light, 500 ms, 1.25 W CS;�, a 25 ms US was presented;�, no US. CS1 and
CS2 were the tone and light CSs (counterbalanced).
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located in the medial region. Figure 1B presents examples of
marking lesions that show the locations of the tips of tetrodes in
the IPN, lateral PN, and medial PN, respectively. Reference te-
trodes for the IPN were typically located within the white matter
region beneath the cerebellar cortex, directly dorsal to the IPN.
Reference tetrodes for the PN were typically located in the retic-
ular pons. To have a reference electrode that was suitable for
recording, it was necessary to adjust them to an area with mini-
mal neuronal activity.

Behavioral data
The training conditions that were used in this experiment (Table
1) were effective for producing cross-modal transfer (i.e., rapid
acquisition with CS2) of eyeblink conditioning. Eyelid closure
percentages to the tone and light CSs during the preexposure and
unpaired training sessions were consistently low (7.1 and 1.6%,
respectively) (Fig. 2A,B). In contrast, the percentage of eyelid
responses elicited by the US was consistently high during the
unpaired training session (99.0%) (Fig. 2B). During paired train-

Figure 3. Histograms and raster plots of single-unit activity in the anterior interpositus nucleus (left) and pontine nucleus (right) during presentations of the tone and light CSs in unpaired
training. The unimodal tone units (top) show a large increase in activity immediately after the onset of the tone CS but no response to the light CS. The unimodal light units (middle) show a large
increase in activity after the onset of the light CS but no response to the tone CS. The multimodal units (bottom) show a large increase in activity during both the tone and light CSs. Arrows point to
the peak of stimulus-elicited activity. Each row contains activity from an individual unit. The gray line represents the onset and offset of each CS.
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ing, rats acquired a high percentage of CRs to CS1 (tone or light)
by their last session of training (76.5%). During the CS1-to-CS2
transfer phase of training, CR percentage to CS2 was more than
double the percentage obtained during the first session of paired
training with CS1 (43.3 vs 16.6%) (Fig. 2C). CR percentages from
the transfer session were further inspected using 10-trial blocks
and were compared with acquisition with CS1 during the first
session of paired training. The percentage of CRs to CS2 was low
on the first block of training (15.4%) but steadily increased dur-
ing the subsequent blocks to 54.2% by the 10th block (Fig. 2D).
In comparison, CR percentage to the first CS1 was consistently
low on each of the 10-trial blocks of paired training during ses-
sion 1 (7.9 –16.1%) (Fig. 2D). These findings indicate that acqui-
sition of CRs to the CS2 was facilitated relative to training with
the CS1, and this facilitation was not attributable to primary
stimulus generalization.

No statistical differences were found for CS modality (light vs
tone) in this experiment, and analyses were, therefore, collapsed
across the stimulus modality factor. A within-subjects repeated-
measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of training
session during paired training with CS1 (F(4,64) � 43.14, p �
0.001). This effect was attributable to a steady increase in CR
percentage as a function of training (Fig. 2C). Analysis of the
block data from the cross-modal transfer session with CS2 and
the first session of paired training with CS1 revealed a significant
interaction between CS order and training blocks (F(9,144) � 3.19,
p � 0.01). A follow-up test (honestly significant difference test)
showed that this interaction was attributable to faster acquisition
to CS2 than CS1 on blocks 2, 3, and 5–10 ( p � 0.05) (Fig. 2D).
Within-subject difference scores were calculated for each rat by
subtracting the CR percentage obtained from the 10-trial blocks
of CS1 (session 1) from the corresponding 10-trial blocks of CS2
(Fig. 2E). An ANOVA revealed that the difference scores calcu-
lated between CS1 and CS2 were greater than zero (F(9,144) �
3.19, p � 0.01). Analysis of CR percentage data obtained from
CS1/CS2 training revealed that significantly more CRs were elic-
ited by CS1 than CS2 (t(16) � 2.95, p � 0.05) (Fig. 2F). This
finding shows that the magnitude of conditioning to CS1 was
greater than the magnitude of conditioning to CS2 during the
CS1/CS2 session, and, unlike CS1, conditioning to CS2 was still
being acquired.

Cerebellar and pontine neuronal activity during
preexposure training
Neurons recorded from the IPN and PN had average baseline
(spontaneous) firing rates of 26.2 and 18.3 Hz, respectively. Dur-
ing preexposure training, each rat received presentations of the
tone and light CSs to assess sensory-related responses in the IPN
and PN before learning. Neurons in the IPN and PN showed
changes in activity during presentations of the tone and light CSs
in preexposure training. The largest proportion of the responsive
(significantly different from baseline activity) neurons in the IPN
showed changes in activity to one of the two stimuli, i.e., they
were unimodal (tone, 13.9%; light, 20.8%). However, multi-
modal (tone and light) responses were also observed in the IPN
during preexposure training, although less frequently than uni-
modal responses (7%). PN neurons showed approximately equal
proportions of unimodal (tone, 13.4%; light, 26.8%) and multi-
modal (23%) neurons during preexposure training. Figure 4A
shows the percentage of units in the IPN (left) and PN (right) that
exhibited significant increases or decreases for each CS period
during preexposure training. Overall, more excitatory responses
were elicited by the CSs in the PN relative to the IPN. Excitatory

responses to the tone CS in the PN were generally elicited at the
beginning of the CS, whereas excitatory responses to the light CS
typically occurred after 100 ms. No significant differences were
observed for inhibitory responses in the IPN and PN during this
phase. The preexposure training results indicate that the majority
of IPN neuronal responses to the CSs before learning were
unimodal, whereas the PN neuronal responses included ap-
proximately equal proportions of unimodal and multimodal
responses.

Cerebellar and pontine neuronal activity during
unpaired training
Unpaired training consisted of unpaired presentations of the
tone CS, light CS, and shock US to assess sensory-related re-
sponses in the presence of arousal produced by the aversive US.
Similar to the preexposure session, multimodal and unimodal
responses were observed from IPN and PN units during unpaired
training. Examples of unimodal (tone or light responsive) and
multimodal (tone and light responsive) single-neuron activity
are shown in Figure 3. A higher percentage of responsive neurons

Figure 4. Percentage of units in the interpositus and pontine nucleus that exhibited signif-
icant increases (black circles) or decreases (white circles) in activity for each 125 ms bin (1– 4) of
the conditioned stimuli (tone or light) during preexposure (A) and unpaired training (B). A
five-point star indicates a significant difference in bin percentages between preexposure and
unpaired training.
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were unimodal (IPN, 47.8%; PN, 42.1%)
than multimodal (IPN, 26.8%; PN, 26.3%)
during unpaired training.

Figure 4B shows the percentage of
units in the IPN and PN that exhibited
significant increases or decreases for each
CS bin during unpaired training. A gen-
eral finding was that excitatory responses
to the tone CS were more frequent in the
IPN and PN during unpaired training
with the US compared with the preexpo-
sure training without the US (Fig. 4, A vs
B). No significant differences were ob-
served for inhibitory responses in the IPN
or PN during this phase.

Neuronal firing rates were also ob-
tained after presentations of the US dur-
ing this phase and analyzed with the same
statistical procedures used for the CSs, ex-
cept that baseline activity was compared
with two US time intervals (each 125 ms).
Increased activity was commonly ob-
served to the US in both the IPN (64.8%)
and PN (48.7%). Of those responsive
units, the majority of activity was sus-
tained during both time intervals for both
the IPN (71.7%) and PN (62.2%).

The results from the unpaired training
sessions indicate that neurons in the IPN
and PN were primarily unimodal before
training. There was a small population of
multimodal neurons in both areas as well.
Neuronal responses to the tone stimulus
were generally enhanced during unpaired
training relative to preexposure training.
This effect is probably related to the
arousing effects of the shock US. It is not
clear why responses to the light stimulus
were not also enhanced during unpaired
training. Comparison of neuronal activity
from the unpaired and CS–US paired
training provides information about
which changes in neuronal activity are at-
tributable to associative learning. A major
issue for this study was whether there
would be a shift from primarily unimodal
activity to multimodal activity in the IPN
and PN as a result of cross-modal transfer,
i.e., training with CS1–US pairings fol-
lowed by training with CS2–US pairings.

Cerebellar and pontine neuronal activity during initial
cross-modal training
The last session of CS1-US acquisition and the first session of
CS2–US training occurred on the same day to record from the
same neurons during initial cross-modal transfer. Examples of
IPN and PN single neuron activity during CS1–US and CS2–US
training are shown in Figure 5. Paired training with CS1 pro-
duced significant increases in activity in the IPN and PN in which
a majority of the increase took place late in the CS period, which
was the time when the CR was produced, a finding that replicates
several previous studies (Freeman and Nicholson, 1999; Nichol-
son and Freeman, 2002; Halverson et al., 2010). As in previous

studies, increases in IPN activity that occurred near the end of the
CS1 were seen primarily on trials in which a CR was produced
and preceded onset of the CR within trials. A generally accepted
interpretation of this pattern of neuronal activity in the IPN has
been that IPN neurons drive production of the CR by activating
premotor neurons (Thompson and Steinmetz, 2009). IPN and
PN neurons showed increased activity during the CS2 as well but
it was weaker than seen with the CS1 (Fig. 5). Moreover, neurons
in the PN showed less CR-related (greater activity on trials with a
CR relative to trials without a CR) activity during the CS2 than
neurons in the IPN (Fig. 5). The reduction in IPN and PN activity
from CS1 to CS2 is most likely related to the development of
learning during CS2–US training. That is, when neuronal activity

Figure 5. Histograms and raster plots of the activity of single neurons recorded from the anterior interpositus nucleus (top) and
pontine nucleus (bottom) during initial cross-modal training. Rats were first given training with a light or tone conditioned
stimulus (CS1–US) immediately followed by training with the other stimulus as the CS2 (CS2–US). All of the neurons showed
greater activity on trials with CRs relative to trials without CRs during CS1–US training (arrows). The interpositus neurons showed
this CR-related activity during CS2–US training as well. In contrast, the pontine neurons showed sensory responses to the CS2 but
did not show CR-related activity. The first gray line in each histogram represents the onset of the CS, and the second represents
onset of the US.
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is pooled across all of the training trials for CS2, the initial trials
with no learning decrease the average activity profiles. (An anal-
ysis of changes in IPN and PN activity within CS2–US training is
presented below.) These data also suggest that neurons in the PN
take longer to develop learning-related changes in activity than
neurons in the IPN.

A breakdown of the general neuronal response patterns for
tone-to-light and light-to-tone transfer is shown in Figure 6.
Multimodal and unimodal responses were observed in the IPN
and PN during the cross-modal transfer session. Multimodal ac-
tivity was much more prevalent than unimodal activity during
CS2–US training (Fig. 6, right column). Most of the neurons that

responded during CS2–US training were multimodal. That is,
this population of neurons responded to the CS1 and then also
responded to the CS2. Overall, there were substantially more IPN
neurons that showed increased activity during the CS2–US trials
relative to the PN neurons (Fig. 6).

Figure 7 shows how IPN and PN neurons with different activ-
ity profiles during CS1–US training changed during CS2–US
training. Neurons were classified as being response related (in-
creased activity on trials with a CR), sensory related (increased
responding not related to production of CRs), or showing no
change in activity to presentations of a CS. A large proportion of
the IPN neurons that showed changes in activity during CS2–US
training were differentially active during trials with CRs during
CS1–US training. Very few IPN neurons switched from no re-
sponse or a sensory response during CS1–US training to a CR-
related response during CS2–US training. A smaller proportion
of PN neurons showed CR-related changes in activity during
CS2–US training relative to the IPN. Moreover, many of the PN
neurons that showed greater activity during trials with a CR
(response-related neurons) during CS1–US training showed
nondifferential sensory-like responses during CS2–US training
(Fig. 7).

No apparent segregation of stimulus modality was observed
between regions in the medial and lateral PN. Tetrodes in those
locations produced a wide variety of sensory and CR-modulated
responses to both the light and tone CSs. Moreover, equal pro-
portions of sensory and CR-related responses were found for the
light and tone CSs in both the lateral and medial PN.

Learning-related changes in neuronal activity were seen in the
IPN and PN as rats were switched from CS1–US training to
CS2–US training. A substantial increase in IPN activity that cor-
responded with production of the CR was observed during
CS2–US training. A higher percentage of neurons in the PN also
showed CR-related activity during CS2–US training but still
lower than the percentage of neurons showing CR-related activ-
ity in the IPN. The results suggest that the IPN acquired learning-
related plasticity earlier than the PN during this initial phase of
CS2 acquisition. Neuronal activity was subsequently examined
again when behavioral responding to the CS2 increased to levels
more comparable with the CS1 during CS1/CS2 training to see
whether PN neurons would “catch up” to IPN neurons in terms
of learning-related activity (see below, Cerebellar and pontine
neuronal activity during CS1/CS2 training).

Cerebellar and pontine neuronal activity during the
development of cross-modal transfer
As mentioned above, pooling the data from all of the CS2–US
trials may have partially obscured the development of
learning-related activity in the IPN and PN during initial
cross-modal transfer. To examine how unit activity changed
during acquisition of CRs to CS2, the transfer session was
divided into two parts based on a behavioral criterion. For
each rat, performance during the cross-modal transfer session
was divided into time periods before and after transfer oc-
curred. The trials after a rat produced 40% CRs were in the
posttransfer period, whereas trials before the 40% criterion
were in the pretransfer period.

Figure 8A shows examples of activity recorded from individ-
ual IPN and PN neurons during cross-modal training. Strong
responding to CS1 was observed in the later periods of CS1,
around the time when the CR typically occurred, for the IPN and
PN neurons. When cross-modal training began with CS2, the
IPN and PN neurons showed less of activity toward the end of

Figure 6. Percentage of units in the anterior interpositus nucleus (A) and pontine nucleus
(B) that exhibited significant increases (black plots) or decreases (white plots) in activity for
each 112.5 ms bin (1– 4) of the conditioned stimuli (CS1 and CS2) during initial cross-modal
training, separated into CR (circles) and non-CR (triangles) trials. Four-point stars indicate sig-
nificant differences in bin percentage between the CR and no CR trial types. Five-point stars
indicate significant difference in bin percentage between paired and unpaired training (see Fig.
4 B). � 2 tests were used to make statistical comparisons between the percentages of units
responding in different ways.
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CS2 relative to CS1 (Fig. 8A, before). As
behavioral cross-modal transfer to CS2
developed, the IPN neuron showed a par-
tial resurgence in activity toward the end
of the CS2 (Fig. 8A, after). In contrast, the
PN neuron failed to show evidence of ac-
tivity toward the end of CS2. These neu-
rons are illustrative of the general trends
in the IPN and PN populations. Figure 8B
shows the percentage of units in the IPN
that showed significant changes (excit-
atory or inhibitory) in activity during
CS–US trials, including both CR and no
CR trials, before and after behavioral
transfer to CS2. A significantly greater
percentage of IPN neurons showed in-
creased activity (CR-related and sensory)
during the CS2 after behavioral transfer
occurred. This trend was observed when
CS2 was either the tone or light CS (Fig.
8B). In contrast, PN neurons did not
show a significant increase in activity dur-
ing CS2 after behavioral transfer occurred
(Fig. 8B). The absence of a difference in
responding in the “before” and “after”
time periods of cross-modal transfer in the PN suggests that
learning-related changes in activity in the PN lagged behind the
development of learning-related activity in the IPN.

Cerebellar and pontine neuronal activity during
CS1/CS2 training
After the initial cross-modal transfer session, training continued
the following day with intermixed CS1–US and CS2–US trials to
determine whether more substantial behavioral and neuronal
transfer to CS2 could be established, particularly in the PN, in
which little neuronal transfer was seen during the initial session
of CS2–US training.

The percentage of trials with CRs was higher on CS2–US trials
during CS1/CS2 training relative to the initial cross-modal ses-
sion. This increase in CR percentage corresponded with an in-
crease in learning-related neuronal activity in the IPN and PN.
Most of the IPN neurons (88.1%) showed excitatory responses to
both the tone and light CSs during training (Figs. 9 –11). Many of
the IPN neurons showed elevated activity toward the end of the
CS period (CR-related and sensory) for both stimuli, and the IPN
activity during CS2 was stronger than that seen in the initial
cross-modal session (Fig. 9). PN neurons also showed more ac-
tivity during CS2 trials (Fig. 9), with 48% showing CR-related
and sensory multimodal activity (Fig. 11). Much of the PN activ-
ity during CS2 occurred toward the end of the CS period. This
pattern of PN activity differed substantially from the pattern of
PN activity seen during the initial cross-modal session (compare
Figs. 5, 9), indicating that the PN acquired plasticity with addi-
tional training with CS2.

Both the IPN and PN showed more neurons that had greater
activity during trials in which a CR occurred compared with trials
without CRs during CS1/CS training (Figs. 10, 11). This CR-related
activity was stronger in the IPN and PN during CS1/CS2 training
relative to initial cross-modal training (compare Figs. 6, 11). Neu-
rons in the PN showed a particularly striking increase in CR-related
activity for CS2–US trials during CS1/CS2 training (Figs. 10, 11).

The results from CS1/CS2 training indicate that additional
training with the CS2 further facilitated behavioral cross-modal

transfer and learning-related activity in the IPN and PN. Neurons
in the IPN showed an enhancement in CR-related activity on
CS2–US trials during CS1/CS2 training relative to initial cross-
modal training. The PN, which showed very little CR-related
activity on CS2–US trials during cross-modal training, showed
robust CR-related activity on CS2–US trials during CS1/CS2
training. Thus, the IPN showed earlier developing CR-related
activity than the PN during acquisition of conditioning to the
CS2 across training sessions. Additional CS1/CS2 training may
have resulted in PN CR-related activity that was as robust as the
CR-related activity in the IPN.

Discussion
The present experiment demonstrated that plasticity in the IPN
and PN correlates with cross-modal transfer of eyeblink condi-
tioning. Low percentages of behavioral eyeblink responses were
elicited by the tone and light CSs during preexposure and un-
paired training sessions. Stimulus-elicited neuronal responses
were evident in both IPN and PN neurons during these sessions.
During unpaired training, the majority of the neurons were re-
sponsive to either the tone or light CS; a smaller proportion of
units responded to both CSs. The behavioral and neuronal re-
sponses changed after rats were given paired CS–US training in
the subsequent sessions. Eyeblink CRs were acquired during CS1
acquisition, acquired again during cross-modal transfer training
with CS2, and were further increased during CS1/CS2 training.
Learning-related changes in neuronal firing to both CS modali-
ties were evident among IPN and PN neurons as CRs were ac-
quired. Learning-related changes in neuronal activity within the
IPN and PN co-occurred with the CR, in which increased activity
was higher on trials in which a CR occurred. The CR-related
activity in the IPN and PN in the present study is consistent with
findings from previous studies that used a single CS or discrimi-
nation paradigms (McCormick and Thompson, 1984; Clark et
al., 1997; Bao et al., 2000; Choi and Moore, 2003; Halverson et al.,
2010). IPN neurons showed learning-related activity on CS2–US
trials during initial cross-modal training. In contrast, PN neurons
did not show robust learning-related activity during CS2–US tri-
als until CS1/CS2 training.

Figure 7. Percentage of units in the anterior interpositus nucleus (top) and pontine nucleus (bottom) classified as being
response related (response), sensory related (sensory), or having no change (none) on CS1–US trials relative to its response type on
CS2–US trials during initial cross-modal training. Numbers above bars indicate the number of units in each plot.
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Neurons in the IPN and PN recorded during preexposure and
unpaired sessions that responded to the CSs before paired CS–US
training were primarily unimodal, i.e., they showed changes in
activity to the tone or light but not to both stimuli. A greater

percentage of neurons showing stimulus-
elicited activity was found for the tone CS
during unpaired training relative to the
preexposure session, although no differ-
ences were found in eyelid responses.
However, no changes in behavioral or
neuronal responses were detected to the
light CS when comparing the preexposure
and unpaired sessions. Thus, introducing
a shock US to the training context during
unpaired training produced a specific ef-
fect on tone-elicited activity within the
IPN and PN. It is possible that enhanced
neuronal responding occurred to the tone
CS during unpaired training because con-
ditioned fear was acquired to the training
context. The amygdala may be involved in
producing the sensory enhancement ef-
fect that was found during this phase
through projections to auditory nuclei or
the PN. Previous experiments have shown
that bilateral lesions of the amygdala im-
pair the rate of eyeblink conditioning with
a tone CS (Weisz et al., 1992; Lee and Kim,
2004). It is possible that amygdala lesions
reduce the rate of eyeblink conditioning
because they prevent enhancement of
sensory responding of PN neurons that
occurs to a tone CS when it is presented in
a fearful context. It is not clear why an
enhancement in sensory activity was not
found to the light CS during unpaired
training, but one possibility is that the
amygdala does not have sufficient projec-
tions to visual pontine neurons or to vi-
sual nuclei that project to the PN.

Subsequent training with paired
CS1–US trials resulted in rapid acquisi-
tion of CRs and CR-related activity (i.e.,
greater activity on trials with CRs) within
the IPN and PN. During the first day of
cross-modal training, the activity of neu-
rons in the IPN and PN was recorded as
the rats were given CS1–US trials, fol-
lowed immediately by CS2–US trials. This
procedure resulted in acquisition of mod-
erate levels of CRs and a corresponding
moderate level of CR-related activity
among IPN neurons during CS2–US trials
(Figs. 5, 8). Neurons in the PN showed
very little CR-related activity during the
initial CS2–US training. Analysis of the
emergence of CR-related activity within
the CS2–US part of the initial cross-modal
training session revealed that some of the
IPN neurons acquired CR-related activ-
ity as CRs were acquired during initial
CS2–US training. Very few of the PN neu-
rons showed increased CR-related activity
within this phase of training. Much more

substantial CR-related neuronal activity was observed in both the
IPN and PN on CS2–US trials with additional cross-modal learn-
ing during the subsequent CS1/CS2 training (Figs. 9 –11). In-

Figure 8. A, Histograms and raster plots of single-unit activity in the anterior interpositus nucleus (top) and pontine nucleus (bottom)
before and after behavioral acquisition of cross-modal learning during initial cross-modal training. Arrows point to the peak of CR-related
activity. Clear increases in learning-related activity do not appear on CS2–US trials before cross-modal learning occurred (middle column)
but are evident in interpositus neurons after cross-modal learning (right column). The first gray line represents the onset of the CS, and the
secondrepresentsonsetoftheUS.B,Percentageofunits intheanterior interpositusnucleus(left)andpontinenucleus(right)thatexhibited
significantincreases(blackplots)ordecreases(whiteplots) inactivityforeach112.5msbin(1– 4)oftheconditionedstimuli(toneandlight)
before and after cross-modal learning. Four-point stars indicate significant differences between percentages before and after cross-modal
training.
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creased IPN and PN CR-related neuronal activity corresponded
with an increase in CRs during CS2–US trials during CS1/CS2
training. However, the IPN still showed stronger CR-related
activity than the PN during CS1/CS2 training. These findings
suggest that the primary mechanism underlying behavioral
cross-modal learning is the establishment of increases in activity
within the IPN during CS2–US trials that drive production of
CRs.

PN neurons also established learning-related activity during
cross-modal learning, but much of that learning-related activity
emerged after cerebellar activity changed. Previous studies dem-
onstrated that learning-related activity in PN can be abolished

when the IPN is inactivated (Clark et al., 1997; Bao et al., 2000),
suggesting that learning-related activity in the PN may be driven
by the cerebellum (Clark et al., 1997). The present experiment
showed that learning-related changes in activity develop more
slowly during cross-modal transfer in the PN than in the IPN,
which supports the hypothesis that cross-modal transfer may be
driven initially by cerebellar plasticity. This hypothesis is further
supported by a recent study that demonstrated abolition of cross-
modal transfer after cerebellar inactivation (Campolattaro and
Freeman, 2009). The cerebellum may drive the development of
neuronal cross-modal transfer in the PN through excitatory feed-
back. Learning-related changes in PN activity may in turn facili-
tate acquisition of CRs during CS2–US trials by enhancing
excitatory input to the cerebellum.

Tracy et al. (2001) first found evidence of multimodal pro-
cessing in IPN neurons in eyeblink conditioning with rabbits. In
that study, two groups of rabbits were trained with different CSs
(tone and light) that were paired with a US. One group was given
training with a tone/light compound CS, and the other group was
given training with the individual stimuli of the compound CS.
After training, IPN neuronal responses to presentations of the
three different CSs types were examined. Training with the com-
pound CS resulted in more instances of multimodal responding
in IPN neurons than training with individual CS stimuli. Al-
though the overall percentages of neurons responding to both
stimulus modalities differed between the groups, a general find-
ing was that a subset of the IPN neurons was responsive to more
than one stimulus modality. The Tracy et al. (2001) study also
demonstrated that training conditions can influence the degree
to which IPN neurons are sensitive to different CS modalities.
The amount of multimodal processing (CR-related and sensory)
found in the present study with rats was greater than observed in
the Tracy et al. (2001) study. Although the conditions for estab-
lishing cross-modal transfer among IPN neurons differed
between studies, the mechanisms are probably the same. As
proposed by Tracy et al. (2001), the threshold for firing in IPN
neurons that respond to one modality may change as a result of
cross-modal training by enhancing the efficacy of inputs from
other sensory modalities that are normally weak (Tracy et al.,
2001). It is possible that this hypothesized change in firing thresh-
old differs between rats and rabbits or between sequential and
concurrent tone/light training.

Previous eyeblink conditioning studies have shown evidence
of anatomical segregation of tone and light CSs. Specifically, le-
sions in the dorsal lateral PN in rabbits have been shown to pre-
vent conditioning with an auditory CS but not a visual CS
(Steinmetz et al., 1987). A more recent study with rats found that
inactivation of the lateral PN completely prevented retention of
eyeblink conditioning to a tone CS but only partially impaired
retention to a light CS (Halverson and Freeman, 2010a). Halver-
son and Freeman (2010b) also showed that inactivation of the
medial PN completely prevented retention of conditioning to a
light CS but only partially impaired CR retention with a tone CS.
A conclusion from the Halverson and Freeman (2010b) study is
that populations of neurons for auditory and visual cerebellar
learning partially overlap within the PN. The present experiment
showed that unimodal and multimodal processing occurs in both
the lateral and medial PN, which is consistent with the hypothesis
that modality-specific processing is not strictly segregated within
the PN.

In summary, the present experiment used tetrode recordings
to examine neuronal correlates of cross-modal transfer of eye-
blink conditioning in rats. Neurons in the cerebellar interpositus

Figure 9. Histograms and raster plots of single-unit activity in the anterior interpositus
nucleus (top) and pontine nucleus (bottom) during presentations of the tone and light CSs in
CS1/CS2 training. Arrows point to the peak of CR-related activity. The first gray line represents
the onset of the CS, and the second represents onset of the US. Note that, with additional
training, neurons in the interpositus and pontine nuclei show greater activity during the CS2.
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nucleus showed learning-related changes in activity that corre-
lated with the development of behavioral cross-modal learning
across training sessions. Pontine neurons also showed learning-
related changes in activity during cross-modal training, but these
changes emerged after the development of learning-related activ-
ity in the IPN, suggesting that excitatory feedback from the IPN
may have driven changes in PN activity. Excitatory feedback from
the IPN to the PN may in turn facilitate the rate and magnitude of
cross-modal learning through a positive feedback loop back to
the cerebellum. A similar mechanism has been proposed for feed-
back from the cerebellum to the auditory thalamus (Halverson et
al., 2010). The cerebellum may thereby provide excitatory feed-
back at multiple points in its CS input pathways to facilitate
learning.
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